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DICKINSON LAV REVIEW
BOOK REVIEWS
LABOR RELATIONS. I. Herbert Rothenberg, Dennis & Company, Inc., 251
Main Street, Buffalo, New York, 1949. 834 pages. $15.00.*
Federal Labor Relations-The Law as is
There should be some special reward for authors who persevered in their
analyses of the Taft-Hartley Act through the clouded, post-election months of
late 1948. A text-book which concentrates upon Taft-Hartley and which was
undoubtedly completed while the statute faced that strong threat of legislative turn-
about is particularly deserving of this special tribute for prescience. Rothenberg
on Labor Relations is such a textbook, objective, well-grounded with authorities.
And, while it covers the entire field of non-wage-hour federal labor legislation,
Taft-Hartley is its focal point.
At the outset, one point calls for emphasis. Mr. Rothenberg's text gains
much from his exceptionally skillful arrangement (more accurately, enlargement)
of the usual material. For the author, a practicing attorney and consultant on
labor relations, leads off with the logical premise that unions and union organiza-
tion and objectives are highly important phases in any full study of labor relations.
Accordingly, he does not begin his text with an examination of any specific statute,
or even with an inclusive telescoping of all labor laws. Instead, he starts with a
concise study of American unions and union structure, following this by a broad
summary of union objectives and methods. The very real value of this material
is immediately apparent. Certainly, a clear concept of union organization is vital
if one is to gauge the true significance of jurisdictional dispute issues, or of unity-
of-interest boundaries, or of boycott law-As necessary, indeed, as is a concrete
awareness of the quantitativeness (the "one-ness," "two-ness") of numbers for
the student mathematician. Without an adequate knowledge of union structure,
the highly realistic primary and secondary lines of the labor dispute slim down to
hairlines, lose their essential distinctness. Indeed, the usefulness of this basic
union material raises another interesting possibility: May there be equal need for
similar outlines of managerial organization and functions as they affect labor re-
lations? (Certainly, one perceives how helpful such a study as Chester Barnard's
Function of the Executive would be to informed discussion of-for example-
supervisory bargaining rights.)
Treatment of statutory law in Mr. Rothenberg's work is equally deserving
of recommendation. All of the "labor relations" statutes are examined thorough-
ly---anti-trust laws, anti-injunction curbs, NLRA and Taft-Hartley, racketeering
and the personalized restrictions upon "featherbedding." Most important, Mr.
*Appearing in Labor Law Journal, October, 1949. Re-printed with permission of Commerce
Clea.ing House.
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Rothenberg has not been content to outline these different statutes. He inter-
locks them so that his book becomes a highly topical, almost codified study of labor
law. Indeed, the book's emphasis upon "federal labor relations" law creates the
one ground for criticism. Today there is no escaping the importance of wage-hour
legislation in employment relations and-no earlier than this most recent term-
the United States Supreme Court, in Lincoln Federal Union and in its Giboney de-
cision, has restated the importance of state labor law. Inclusion of these subjects,
one cannot but believe, would add immensely to the value of Mr. Rothenberg's
text. And while a book of 834 pages may be threatened as well as benefited by
further expansion, the full text statutes, regulations and forms now included
might well have been sacrificed to round out employment relations law.
BOOK REVIEWS
MULTI-EMPLOYER BARGAINING AND THE ANTI-TRUST LAWS By
Bert W. Levy, University of Pennsylvania Press, Phila., 1949. $1.50.
This monograph is one of fifteen publications written by various authors
under a publication program known as an "Industry-Wide Collective Bargaining
Series" edited by the Honorable George W. Taylor and published under the
auspices of the Labor Relations Council of the Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Levy's tract is one of the best,
if not the best, of this series of monographs. It is the product of obviously pains-
taking research, comprehensive knowledge of the subject and excellent literary
craftsmanship.
Mr. Levy, in driving towards his conclusions concerning the relationship be-
tween multi-employer bargaining and the anti-trust laws, carefully reviews the
operation of the trust laws from the time of their tnactment through the latest
principal cases on the subject. He commences with the operation of the anti-trust
laws upon labor unions and their activities from the earliest and restrictive cases
thence through the intermediate period of judicial indecision and undulation and,
finally, commencing with the Apex Hosiery Co. v. Leader case,' through the so-
called "modern view." The operation of the anti-trust laws upon labor unions
and their activities are then co-related to the operation of the anti-trust laws upon
employer-entities. From this comparative study of the respective rules of law,
Mr. Levy then deduces certain "principles" and "conclusions."
In presenting the cases involved in tracing the history of the anti-trust laws
and leading to the conclusions which are presented in the monograph, Mr. Levy
has wisely treated his case material as the affairs of human beings rather than a
mere recitation of facts contained in the reported decisions. In many instances
he has ferreted out facts which are not contained in the reported decisions them-
selves and has described conditions and circumstances which, while not embraced
in the legal reports, had important bearings upon these cases. This form of treat-
ment has resulted not only in a better understanding of the concerned cases than
could otherwise be obtained, but, moreover, lends an interest and appeal that
would have been lost had the treatment been of a purely technical nature.
Although it was obviously not intended by Mr. Levy in writing the mono-
graph, his tract has presented one of the clearest illustrations of the actual in-
stability of the rule of stare decisis. In digesting the history of the anti-trust laws
within the short space allotted to him for the purpose of his monograph, Mr. Levy
was necessarily constrained, in treating with the calendral progression of cases,
to treat each decision with brevity and in rapid succession. As a result, the de-
cisions fall alongside on'e another so immediately that the line of progress and
recession becomes clear and is as easy to follow as the lines on a graph or chart.
1 310 U. S. 469, 60 Sup. Ct. 982 (1940).
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Looking at this graph-like presentation of the judicial undulations, it seems that,
at least insofar as the anti-trust laws are concerned, the rules of stare decisis and
precedent are not nearly so much a governing or reliable factor in determining
the state of the law as are such elments as the exigencies of the case, the politics
of the times and the philosophy of the particular court (not excluding the Supreme
Court of the United States). If this observation is justified, then Mr. Levy has
rendered a double service. First, he has written for whomsoever is interested, a
readable, interesting and informative exposition of the anti-trust laws and their
operation in the realm of labor relations. Second, and finally, he has furnished
written, albeit unintended, proof of a notion long entertained by the writer of this
review. 1. HERBERT ROTHENBERG*
*Member of Philadelphia Bar, Lecturer on Labor Law Dickinson School of Law, Author of
"Rothenberg on Labor Relations," Consultant on labor relations. Member of Labor Panel, Ameri-
can Arbitration Association.
